
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catalytic Converters  

Operation, proper diagnosis and 

Installer support 



 

So the shop calls up and says, “I replaced this converter about 6 months ago and it’s gone bad.  

Do you have another one?” 

And this is what they send back to you….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now I have two questions: 

 Is this a defective catalytic converter, or did the vehicle damage it?  (Remember, it’s the second 

time now, don’t forget about the original that this one replaced) 

 

 Do you think the replacement you just sent out is going to solve the problem? 

Of course not to both questions. That catalytic converter is no more a defect than this tie rod is:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But what can we do about it?  We don’t want to risk losing the customer, so we let it go…. only problem 

is, 6 months later, you get the same call.  Now he’s really mad. 

It’s better to jump right in there immediately.  Call him right up and ask if he looked at the 

converter he just sent back.  If he did not, take a picture of it and let him see what his technician is 

calling a defect, ignoring the problem, and causing his customer an ongoing inconvenience.   

If he has seen it, and still doesn’t understand that this is not a converter problem, 

keep that photograph and a record of what just happened, because you will be 

back on the phone with him in short order. 



 

 

Carbon buildup is a serious problem for catalytic converter operation.  It’s obvious from this 

picture why.  There is no way for the exhaust gasses to make mechanical contact with the noble metals 

on the ceramic substrate because they’ve become coated with a sooty carbon mix, so no reaction can 

occur, and a P0420 catalyst below efficiency code is set and the check engine lamp is on. 

But what caused the carbon to begin with? 

Well, without some data from the vehicle’s OBD II computer, it’s pretty much impossible to say.  

With the data though, we should be able to determine what is happening. 

We’ve prepared a tri-fold flyer with step-by-step instructions on how to determine whether a 

vehicle is running rich or lean, and what the causes may be.  This is step 1.  Get this information into 

your customer’s hands. 

It wouldn’t surprise me to find the ECU reporting a lean mixture here, even though we are 

seeing definite evidence of a rich condition.  Here’s two possible causes: 

First:  

Carbon buildup inside the engine’s combustion chamber can cause problems like this one.  When there 

is enough carbon present, it acts like a sponge.  On the intake stroke, air and fuel are sucked into the 

chamber. The carbon absorbs some of this air and fuel and therefore it is not burned during the ignition 

cycle and it is drawn out of the chamber upon the exhaust stroke.  Now you have raw, unburned fuel 

entering the converter.  To make matters worse, the air which contains oxygen that wasn’t used in 

combustion passes over the upstream oxygen sensor, and the sensor sends a signal to the ECU that the 

exhaust it just sampled has a high content of oxygen, so the air/fuel mixture needs to be made richer.  

WOW!  Double whammy, huh?  Raw fuel, and now the ECU is going to add even MORE fuel to the mix. 

 

Second scenario:  

A six cylinder vehicle has one injector that is partially clogged, causing a lean condition on that cylinder. 

The exhaust from that cylinder passes by the upstream oxygen sensor, and you guessed it, the ECU 

richens up the mixture to try to eliminate the perceived lean condition.  The ECU can only deal with this 

lean condition by bank, it doesn’t know which cylinder is lean. In fact, it doesn’t know that only one 

cylinder is lean, so it will richen ALL the other cylinders that report to that particular upstream O2 

sensor.   

Both of these conditions will cause a rich exhaust and a considerable amount of carbon buildup which in 

turn will destroy catalytic converter after catalytic converter if not properly diagnosed and repaired. 

 

 

 

 



 

Then, there’s the “defect” that is returned with no carbon present, in fact, the converter substrate looks 

like it did the day it was installed.  Clean, white and no signs of being overheated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a classic sign of a true lean condition.  I would expect to see fuel trim numbers in the positive, 

substantially higher than 10% either at idle, or under load depending upon the cause of the lean 

mixture.  If the combined long term and short term fuel trim numbers are above 10% at idle, but drop 

close to zero at higher RPMs, that is a strong indication of unmetered air entering the engine (vacuum 

leak).  If the opposite were true, and the combined trims were low at idle, but rose when fuel is being 

demanded, I would suspect a fuel delivery issue.  Restricted injector, bad pressure regulator or fuel 

pump, even a clogged fuel filter can cause a catalyst code with no other codes present. 

This is where the tech is likely to state that there are no Lean codes.  That’s a mistake.  Lean codes are 

usually set when the fuel trims reach 25%.  Catalytic converters will not have a sufficient supply of CO 

and hydrocarbon to achieve, or maintain the necessary operating temperature for catalytic reaction to 

take place when the trims exceed 10%.  The lean code family, P0171, P0174, etc… are like dashboard 

warning lamps of years ago.  They are triggered once the problem has become entirely unmanageable 

for the ECU. Catalytic converters need the proper input constantly, or they won’t be able to function.  

The good news in this case is, the converter is probably just fine.  Fix the lean condition and watch the 

catalyst codes disappear! 

All in all, heading these problems off by asking for this simple data will tell the technician whether he has 

an underlying problem, and point him in the direction of a complete diagnosis.  The sharpest techs out 

there check this data long before assuming the catalyst is bad and long before replacing the customer’s 

original converter.  



 

 
Carl Stolz, Technical Sales Manager 

 

What are fuel trims, and why are they  so 

important? 

 

We are talking about catalytic converters, what do fuel trims have to do with them?  

All modern vehicles have been engineered to run with preset values regarding 

spark duration, injector pulse width, ignition and valve timing and advance, and so 

much more. The ECU receives input signals from various sensors located all 

around and even inside the engine and intake & exhaust systems. These sensors 

report data to the ECU regarding manifold pressure, barometric pressure, coolant 

and ambient temperatures, air volume entering the engine and residual oxygen in 

the exhaust to name a few. It uses these inputs and decides, based on the table of 

data it was initially programmed with, what actions to take if any, to keep the 

engine running within the proper operating parameters. The injector on time, or 

pulse width is what fuel trim is all about, and that’s what we are going to touch 

upon here.   

I often relate reading a vehicle’s fuel trim data to going to the doctor. The first 

thing a physician will usually do is put a cuff on your arm and take your blood 

pressure.  That’s an indication of the condition of your body’s pulmonary system. 

Fuel trim readings are an indication to a technician as to how much control the 

ECU has over the vehicle’s fuel injection system. 

 

 



 

 

Introduction: 

One of the most important bits of information a technician can retrieve from a vehicle’s 

computer is the Long term and Short term fuel trim data, abbreviated in live scan data as STFT 

B1 LTFT B1, etc…   

A total fuel trim, is basically the addition of the short term number to the long term number.  A 

total reading of zero is equivalent to “factory calibration”. What this means is that the ECU is 

opening the injectors for the pre-determined amount of time that the engineers have calculated 

will create an air/fuel mixture of 14.7:1, or stoichiometric. This is the most efficient air/fuel 

mixture for gasoline engines. 

The change in fuel trim numbers, which is observed on a scan tool, indicates how much 

additional time the ECU needs to allow the injectors to remain on, or open to add fuel to 

compensate for a lean fuel mixture. This is displayed as a positive (+) number. Alternatively, a 

negative (-) number would indicate how much less time  the ECU would allow the injector to 

remain open to overcome a rich air/fuel mixture. The ECU obtains this data primarily from the 

upstream oxygen sensors which report how much unused oxygen is present in the raw exhaust. 

Since the introduction of OBDII, all vehicles are capable of displaying this type of data, and are 

further capable of setting warning codes and illuminating the service engine soon light to alert 

the driver to a potential problem.  Just like warning lamps of years ago however, the codes do not 

zero in on the problem. They only tell us part of the story. The part that the particular sensor 

responsible for that code can monitor and report upon.  

Technicians who rely solely upon codes before acknowledging a problem exists are not only 

missing out on selling perfectly valid and necessary repairs, but they are also allowing ongoing 

malfunctions to create further maintenance issues for their customers. We’ve all encountered 

these people.  “But there are no other codes!” They demand, often words of disaster.  Catalytic 

converters are a very good example of this.  In truth, a catalytic converter will not fail. Ever.  If 

the vehicle is running properly and the fuel is up to standard, the catalyst will not ever “wear 

out”.  There are just no moving parts, no ignition systems to fail, no baffles to rot away, no 

cooling systems to become inefficient and so on. They are essentially  a monolithic  substrate in 

a honeycomb form which have been coated precisely with a mixture of noble metals upon a wash 

coat. When these metals are exposed to certain elements present in an internal combustion 

engine’s exhaust stream, they allow a pure chemical reaction to occur, nothing more, nothing 

less.  Catalytic converters are simply devices which allow physics to take place. If the proper 

mixture at the proper temperature is introduced, this reaction will occur on an ongoing basis, 

indefinitely until the inlet mixture is eventually changed.  With this in mind, think about the next 

time you are tempted to replace a customer’s “defective” catalyst with the same exact part 

originally installed.  Trust me, it won’t be any different than the first one. Wash coat, noble metal 

loading, substrate density… all the same. If swapping the units out is the only work being 

performed, you can bet on it coming back again and again. 

 







Lambda Control 
Fuel Adaptation and Fuel Trim 
Q: What is Lambda and Lambda Control? 
A: In the case of a gasoline engine, the optimal mixture of air to fuel for complete 
combustion 
is a ratio of 14.7 parts of air to 1 part fuel. This stoichiometric (the quantitative 
relationship 
between reactants and products in a chemical reaction) air to fuel ratio (AFR) is the 
called 
Lambda = 1. 
A Lambda of 1 is normally considered the best trade off between emissions, fuel 
economy and 
power production. 
Running LEAN is when the AFR has more air in it. This is called Lambda >1. For 
example a 
ratio of 16:1 AFR is lean. Running lean increases emissions, particularly NOx, increases 
heat, 
usually increases fuel economy, reduces power and increases the chances of knocking. 
Running RICH is when your AFR has more fuel in it. The AFR is less then 14.7:1 
(Lambda <1) 
for example 13:1 AFR is rich. Running rich increases emissions, usually decreases 
heat, 
decreases fuel economy, increases power (to a point), decreases the chance of 
knocking. 
Running rich for long periods of time can cause deposits to build up on the plugs and 
O2 
sensors (fouling) and can clog your catalytic converter. Maximum power is usually 
obtained 
running around a 12.3:1 AFR. Going richer then that will cost a little power but you loose 
less 
power then being leaner then 12.3:1. 
Q: How does the controller know what to do? 
A: By monitoring the primary Oxygen sensor(s) (pre catalytic convertor), engine coolant 
temperature, throttle position, air mass volume, engine speed (rpm) and to a lesser 
extent 
changes in altitude, humidity, ambient temperature, fuel quality,...etc, the ECU 
computes the 
necessary air to fuel ratio for optimal combustion. 
Q: What is “Fuel Adaptation” and what is “Fuel Trim”? 
A: “Fuel Adaptation” is the fine tune control of fuel delivery by the ECU. To accomplish 
this the 
ECU increases or decreases fuel delivery by increasing or decreasing the time that the 
injectors are open. The amount of this adjustment is known as the “Fuel Trim”. The fuel 
trim 
values over a range of engine speeds are known as the “Adaptation Values”. 



 The exact method of utilizing the weighted STFT array is held proprietary by BMW, but a good1

example is that used by GM. See http://members.iatn.net/tech/gm/obd2/obd2-6-3.html .

Long Term Fuel Trim (LTFT)
This is the control of Injection Pulse Time Open (ti) (also called Injection Pulse Width) over the
entire range of engine operation. It is primarily calculated at idle or low load mid range engine
operation and is averaged over time. 

In these idle/low load conditions the amount of fuel variation is small due to the relatively small
amount of air input. The computer monitors the O2 sensor and ADDS or SUBTRACTS
approximately 0.001msec to the injection pulse time (ti) in order to maintain a Lambda = 1
(14.7 to 1 Air to Fuel ratio). The amount of increase or decrease of the injection pulse width is
known as the LTFT Adaptation Value (This is known as Additive Adaptation since the injector
open time is added to the base injection pulse open time.). This is the value output by the ECU
when reading the live data stream.

For example: If an LTFT of 1 is the factory spec for a new injector’s injection pulse width (time
open). This would corresponds to an LTFT Adaptation Value of 0.0.

An LTFT of 1.100 would indicate a wider injection pulse width. This corresponds to an LTFT
Adaptation Value of 0.100 .

LTFT of 0.980 would indicate a narrower injection pulse width. This corresponds to an LTFT
Adaptation Value of  -0.020.

The LTFT is also influence by the Short Term Fuel Trim (STFT).

Short Term Fuel Trim (STFT) Multiplicative
This is the control of the Injection Pulse Time Open over the mid to upper range of engine
operation. 
When the engine operates at normal or higher load or at higher engine speeds, larger volumes
of fuel and air are needed. In order to maintain a Lambda = 1 in these conditions, the ECU
monitors the O2 sensor and calculated load (see figure 2) and compares the values against
the optimal value for the fuel injection pulse width stored in the drive map. If this base fuel
injection pulse width value does not yield a Lambda = 1 at the O2 sensor for the measured air
mass, the computer increases or decreases the pulse width by a percentage (%) determined
by the difference in Lambda from optimal. These percentages have been computed by the
engineers at the factory from extensive dynamometer testing and are stored in a “weighted
STFT value array ” in the drive maps. 1

Calculated Load  =
Current Air Mass

X
Atmospheric Pressure @ sea level 

Maximum Air Mass Current Barometric Pressure
Figure. 2

When the STFT reaches the limit of its adjustment it will cause corresponding decrease or
increase to the Long Term Fuel Trim. If the correction to the base value exceeds +25% or -
25% for longer than 10 seconds a DTC is set for rich or lean stop for STFT. 
Short Term Fuel Trim in general makes very quick and small temporary changes to the fuel

http://members.iatn.net/tech/gm/obd2/obd2-6-3.html


being delivered to the engine. Long Term Fuel Trim makes slower more permanent changes.
Each change in the Long Term Fuel Trim is equivalent to a change of the Short Term Fuel
Trim over it’s entire range. The idea of this being that when the Short Term hits it's upper/lower
limit, it resets back to the beginning, and moves the long term TRIM up or down by one count.
The Short Term continues to change very quickly, and if it hit's it's limit again, it
increments/decrements the Long Term again. This continues until the Long Term has added
enough fuel to compensate for the problem or until the long term has hit it's own limit. When
the later occurs the Air/Fuel ratio cannot be maintained at Lambda=1 and a “Lambda Control”
DTC would normally be set and in later injection systems a “LTFT at rich/lean stop” fault.

Once a LTFT DTC is set, depending on the calibration, the ECU usually defaults to Open Loop
(O2 sensor not on line) the ECU determines fuel delivery based on all sensor inputs (except
oxygen sensor) and predetermined internal “drive maps”. 

During Closed Loop, the input from the Oxygen sensor(s) is used by the ECU to calculate fuel
delivery adjustments or Adaptations. If the Oxygen sensor(s) indicate a lean condition, the
Adaptation values will be above 0. If the oxygen sensors indicate a rich condition, Adaptation
values will be below 0. Adaptation values that are between +10% and -10% of the base
injection pulse width are an indication that the ECU is maintaining proper fuel control. 

If the ECU drops into Open Loop for what ever reason, you will notice that the long term fuel
trim adaptation value will show  0.0 ms. This is because the ECU is no longer looking at the
O2 sensor, and therefore can't make any adjustments to the fuel delivery. It must rely only on
the fuel curve that has been programmed into the drive map. This is a good reason for having
the fuel curve as close to perfect as possible.

Let’s look at some conditions that will set adaptations faults and there causes.

Intake air leaks
Incorrect Fuel Pressure
Injector valve defective or coked
Engine Temperature Sensor defective
EGR valve defective
Secondary air leak
Fuel evaporation control system defective or leaking.
Air Mass Meter defective
Vacuum leaks
Oxygen sensor aging (slow response)
Clogged or damaged catalytic converter
Contaminated fuel
Fuel tank ran empty
Combustion altered by a mechanical failure (Spark plugs, compression, intake/exhaust
valves, ...etc.)

LTFT Adaptation Value positive (+), LTFT >1.(ECU thinks mixture is lean)
Lack of fuel or too much air (small air volume).

LTFT Adaptation Value negative (-), 0<LTFT<1 (ECU thinks mixture is rich)
Too much fuel, Lack of air.
This could be due to leaking injector or a stuck open pintle supplying too much fuel.
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STFT Adaptation Value positive (+) (ECU thinks mixture is lean)
Consistent high positive value can mean bad MAF (reporting measured volume too low), low
exhaust back pressure, blown TWCC, misfires, large intake or exhaust leak (Large air volume).

STFT Adaptation Value negative (-) (ECU thinks mixture is rich)
Consistent high negative value can mean high exhaust back pressure, clogged TWCC, injectors
stuck open.

OBD II Requirements 
The OBD-II requirements for fuel system monitoring says that the fuel delivery system must be
continuously monitored for the ability to provide compliance with emission standards. The fuel
trim monitoring system is considered malfunctioning when it causes the emission levels to
exceed 1.5 times the FTP standards. The regulations specifically require a monitor of the
long-term fuel trim limits. The operating conditions at the instant of fault detection must be
stored in Freeze Frame data for the automotive technician. 
BMW monitors LTFT and STFT in all LEV systems.

Fuel Trim Diagnostic Monitoring
The Fuel Trim Diagnostic monitors the averages of Long Term and Short Term Fuel Trim. If
these fuel trim values reach and stay at their maximum limits for a period of time, a
malfunction is indicated. The fuel trim Diagnostic compares an average of Long Term Trim
values and Short Term Trim values to rich and lean limits which are the calibrated fail
thresholds for the test. If either value is within the fail thresholds, a pass is recorded. The
closed loop system still has control authority. If both values are outside the fail thresholds,
then a failure condition exists. This will cause a DTC to be stored and the rich or lean condition
to be recorded. The fuel trim diagnostic also conducts an intrusive test to determine if a rich
condition is being caused by excessive vapor from the EVAP canister. 

BMW Fuel Trim (DME 5.2)

Nominal Value Range Limit

LTFT 0 ms ±0.675 ms ±>25% for 10 seconds

STFT 0 % ±15% ±>15% for 10 seconds

BMW Fuel Trim (MS42)

Nominal Value Range Limit

LTFT 0 ms ±0.35 ms ±>12% for 10 seconds

STFT 0 % ±8% ±>8% for 10 seconds
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Rear O2 Sensor Fuel Trim

The rear oxygen sensor, located after the catalyst, is used for fuel trim corrections on some
OBD-II vehicles. By virtue of its location, the rear sensor is generally protected from high
temperatures and much of the contamination that affects the front oxygen sensors. In addition,
the rear sensor sees exhaust gases that are equilibrated – they have already been converted
by the catalyst so that there is very little residual oxygen. This allows the rear sensor to
respond to much smaller changes in exhaust gas oxygen content. In turn, it then possible for
the rear sensor voltage to remain near the 0.45 volt switchpoint. This characteristic allows the
rear sensor to be used for fuel control. Under steady rpm and load conditions, the short term
fuel trim bias can be adjusted so that the rear sensor voltage is maintained near the 0.45 volt
switchpoint. This ensures that the catalyst is getting a stoichiometric exhaust gas mixture,
despite any shift in the front sensor switchpoint. The rear fuel trim corrections are learned in
KAM. Internally, this system is known as Fore Aft Oxygen Sensor Control (FAOSC). Note that
FAOSC learns and reacts very slowly because the catalyst, with its large/slow oxygen storage
and release characteristic, is part of the control loop. Also, this system cannot be used with a
"y-pipe" exhaust where a single rear sensor would try to adjust dual front sensors.



Control System Diagnostics - Fuel Trim Diagnostic Operation 
 

 

 
 

Fuel Trim Diagnostic Operation 

To meet OBD II requirements, the PCM uses fuel trim cells to determine the need to 
set a fuel trim DTC. The cells represent various operating conditions. Some of the 

cells are weighted. Only failed tests in the weighted cells can cause a fuel trim DTC to 
be set. The greater the weight of the cell, the greater the chance of a DTC setting if 

fuel trim counts exceed specifications. The cells used for diagnostics and the weight 

of the cells are based on FTP testing and OBD II requirements. 

The fuel trim Diagnostic monitors the averages of long-term and short-term fuel 
trim. If these fuel trim values reach and stay at their maximum limits for a period of 

time, a malfunction is indicated. The fuel trim Diagnostic compares an average of 
long-term trim values and short-term trim values to rich and lean limits which are 

the calibrated fail thresholds for the test. If either value is within the fail thresholds, 
a pass is recorded. The closed loop system still has control authority. If both values 

are outside the fail thresholds, then a failure condition exists. This will cause a DTC 
to be stored and the rich or lean condition to be recorded. The fuel trim diagnostic 

also conducts an intrusive test to determine if a rich condition is being caused by 

excessive vapor from the EVAP canister. 

In figure 6-2, fuel trim cells 4, 5 and 9 are the weighted cells. No fuel trim DTC will 
set regardless of the fuel trim count unless that fuel trim count is located in one of 

the weighted cells. This means that the vehicle could have a fuel trim problem that is 
causing a concern under certain conditions located in the unweighted cells but will 

not set a DTC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6-2,  Typical Fuel Trim Cells (Other Vehicles Are Similar)  

©1997 General Motors Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Portions of materials contained herein have been reprinted with permission of General Motors Corporation, 

Service Technology Group. 
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The year is 2006, and for those who may have over-
looked it, this is the 10th anniversary of On-Board Di-
agnostics II (OBD II). I believe it’s cause for celebra-
tion. Here’s an example of how it used to be: I was re-

cently called to help a shop with a 1992 Subaru. In order to re-
trieve the diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs), I had to remove the
driver’s kick panel, visit a vehicle repair information source for
the instructions on how to jumper the diagnostic connector, then 

Photo montage: Harold A. Perry; injector photo: Karl Seyfert; space images: NASA
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FUEL
TRIM(MING)
DIAGNOSTIC
TIME

BY BOB PATTENGALE

No matter what the driveability issue

happens to be, beginning by checking the

PCM’s fuel trim decisions can get you pointed

in the right direction, and may end up

cutting your diagnostic time in half.



count the flashes of the malfunction in-
dicator light (MIL). The final step was
looking up the DTC description. Total
time from start to finish was approxi-
mately 15 minutes. If this had been an
OBD II vehicle, I would have had the
information in under 30 seconds. The
standardization associated with OBD
II, which gives us easy access to fuel
trim data, has really simplified the di-
agnostic process.

What is fuel trim? Fuel trim is a
window that allows you to see what the
computer is doing to control fuel deliv-
ery and determine how the PCM’s
adaptive strategy is operating.

Why was fuel trim created? In order
for vehicle manufacturers to comply
with EPA emissions regulations, catalyt-
ic converters were added to reduce
tailpipe emissions. Catalytic converters

need a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio of
approximately 14.7:1 to obtain the
greatest emissions reductions. Vehicle
engineers designed closed-loop engine
control systems to maintain that ratio,
adjusting injector pulse width based on
information from the oxygen sensor and
other inputs. Short-term fuel trim
(STFT) and long-term fuel trim (LTFT)
are expressed as a percentage, and the
ideal range should be within �5%.

Positive fuel trim percentages indi-
cate that the powertrain control mod-
ule (PCM) is attempting to richen the
fuel mixture, to compensate for a per-
ceived lean condition. Negative fuel
trim percentages indicate the PCM is
attempting to lean out the fuel mix-
ture, to compensate for a perceived
rich condition. STFT and LTFT per-
centages are the adjustments made by

the PCM to maintain the 14.7:1 ratio.
No matter what the driveability is-

sue happens to be, the fuel trim win-
dow should be used first to check the
STFT and LTFT parameters.

There are two basic fuel control sys-
tems used on most vehicles: speed den-
sity systems, which use rpm, manifold
absolute pressure (MAP) and baromet-
ric pressure (BARO) to calculate en-
gine load, and mass airflow systems,
which use the mass airflow sensor
(MAF) and rpm to calculate engine
load. In both cases, the PCM begins
with a standard injector pulse width
calculation, based on various inputs
and internal fuel cell tables.

The equation used by early Chrysler
speed density OBD II vehicles to estab-
lish initial pulse width is: Injector Pulse
Width � (RPM � MAP/BARO) �
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Fig. 1: Most fuel control systems fall into two categories: speed density using rpm and a MAP sensor or mass airflow
using rpm and a MAF sensor to determine engine load. This illustration displays the component layout of a typical
mass airflow engine control system and its fuel trim decision-making process.
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Fuel Trim Diagnostics:
Closed-Loop System



TPS � ECT � IAT � Battery Volts �
O2 (Short Term x Long Term). Once
the vehicle is running and the engine
control system enters closed-loop, the
PCM relies primarily on feedback from
the oxygen sensor to determine if the
stoichiometric air/fuel ratio is being
maintained.

Think of closed-loop operation as a
Sense-Decide-React sequence. The
Closed Loop System Operation se-
quence in Fig. 1 on page 66 provides
an explanation of the Sense-Decide-
React process. The PCM determines
the base injector pulse width as de-
scribed above. Once the system enters
closed-loop, the Sense phase begins,
and is handled by the oxygen sensor. In
the Decide phase, the PCM uses the
oxygen sensor data to determine if the
proper 14.7:1 air/fuel ratio is being
maintained. If the ratio is correct, the
PCM decides that no change should
be made to the injector pulse width. In
this scenario, the React phase main-
tains the same injector pulse width.
However, if the air/fuel ratio is 16.1:1
(lean) during the Sense phase, the
PCM makes the decision to increase
the injector pulse width to correct the
lean air/fuel ratio condition. In the Re-
act phase, the PCM commands the fuel
injector to stay open longer. The
Sense-Decide-React sequence contin-
ues throughout closed-loop operation,
maintaining the proper air/fuel ratio.

During closed-loop operation, the
PCM reports changes in fuel trim cal-
culations via the OBD II generic data
parameters short-term and long-term
fuel trim. STFT for most vehicles will
normally sweep rapidly in response to
the oxygen sensor. In many cases, if
you graph Bank 1 STFT and B1S1 O2

sensor, you’ll see the oxygen sensor go
rich and STFT go lean to adjust the
air/fuel ratio. The oxygen sensor will
then go lean and STFT will go rich.

LTFT for most vehicles will remain
more stable, adjusting over a longer
period of time. On some vehicles, if
STFT has reached the specified limit,
LTFT will change in a few seconds. On
other vehicles it may take 15 to 20 sec-
onds before a change occurs. The
LTFT calculation is normally kept in
memory, so the PCM is ready to use
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Fig. 2: These fuel injectors from a 2000 Honda Odyssey are being tested by
Linder Technical Services on an injector test bench. The injectors have been
identified as the likely cause of idle speed and fuel trim issues. Starting from
left to right, injectors 4 and 6 exhibit very irregular spray patterns.

Fig. 3: The injectors are checked for flow and volume next. At the conclu-
sion of the test, it was determined that there was a 30% variation from the
highest to the lowest flow rate. This imbalance will make the PCM work extra
hard as it attempts to maintain the proper air/fuel ratio.
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the last known injector pulse width fol-
lowing a restart. STFT will normally
begin at 0% and adjust to the current
conditions. Both STFT and LTFT will
normally reset when all trouble codes
are cleared.

To better understand how fuel trim
is used to maintain the proper air/fuel
ratio, look at the set of fuel injectors in
Fig. 2, which are being tested prior to
cleaning/rebuilding. The injectors
were removed from a 2000 Honda
Odyssey that had idle quality and fuel

trim problems, with related DTCs. You
can see some differences in the spray
patterns and volume. Injectors 1, 3 and
5 look very similar in spray and vol-
ume. Injector 2 seems to spray a little
less volume. Injectors 4 and 6 have
even less volume, and the spray pat-
terns are not good.

Fig. 3 shows the total volume the in-
jectors flowed in 30 seconds at 40 psi.
The actual injector volume seems re-
lated to the spray patterns from Fig. 2,
but knowing exactly how much flow
occurred provides a better picture.
Let’s take a closer look at how injector
volume and fuel trim relate to one an-
other.

Injectors 1, 3 and 5 are very close in
flow volume—approximately 61 to
64mL. For discussion purposes, we’ll

use 64mL as a baseline for 100% cor-
rect injector volume, or a 14.7:1 stoi-
chiometric air/fuel ratio. One thing I
noticed right away—and this turned
out to be just a coincidence—was that
the even-numbered injectors all had
flow issues. On this vehicle, the affect-
ed injectors are actually on different
banks (see the Firing Order table in
Fig. 3). If all the even-numbered injec-
tors were on one bank, it might indi-
cate possible contamination or fuel
flow restrictions in the fuel rail. Also,

we do not have bank-to-bank fuel con-
trol for this particular vehicle, so the
LTFT will be an average of all injec-
tors.

If we compare the best injector (No.
1) to the worst (No. 4), the difference
indicates that approximately 30% less
fuel is being delivered to cylinder 4. If
we look at the closed-loop process for
cylinder 4, the oxygen sensor would
have reported to the PCM that the
air/fuel ratio was excessively lean. The
PCM would have commanded an in-
crease in injector pulse width the next
time the injector supplied fuel to cylin-
der 4. The ultimate goal of the PCM is
to return cylinder 4 to a 14.7:1 air/fuel
ratio. The STFT parameter in the
OBD II generic scan tool would have
reported STFT at approximately

�30%. To complete the cycle, the oxy-
gen sensor reports the results of the
pulse width increase back to the PCM.
If the air/fuel ratio is now correct, no
further adjustments are required. Over
the next few cycles, STFT and injector
pulse width will stabilize. The next step
is for the PCM to make a permanent
LTFT correction, if required.

If this were a one-cylinder engine,
LTFT would eventually report +30%
and STFT would return to 0%. In
some cases, the PCM might limit
LTFT to a specific maximum or mini-
mum value. For example, if the maxi-
mum LTFT adjustment is +25% and
the total fuel trim adjustment is +30%,
then LTFT will report +25% and
STFT will report +5%, for a total fuel
trim value of +30%. The LTFT calcu-
lation is kept in memory on most vehi-
cles, so the PCM does not need to re-
learn the fuel trim calculation the next
time the vehicle is started.

The firing order for this engine is 1-
4-2-5-3-6. Let’s look at how the injec-
tor flow issues will affect the balance of
the engine. Cylinder 1 is normal, cylin-
der 4 is lean, cylinder 2 is lean, cylin-
der 5 is normal, cylinder 3 is normal
and cylinder 6 is lean. As you can see,
the fuel injector issue might create a
rough idle condition. If only one injec-
tor was failing, the PCM should be
able to stabilize fuel trim and control
idle speed within an acceptable range.
However, with three cylinders causing
problems, it would be very difficult to
maintain a good balance.

How will the PCM average out
LTFT? If this engine had bank-to-bank
fuel control, we might expect Bank 1
LTFT to be close to 0%, and if we av-
eraged Bank 2 LTFT the adjustment
might be approximately +20%. How-
ever, this particular Honda does not
have bank-to-bank fuel control, so the
average LTFT will most likely be ap-
proximately +11% and STFT will be
constantly changing from 0% to +20%.
Various vehicle manufacturers employ
different methods to make these ad-
justments; the important thing is to ob-
serve the differences among cylinders
when diagnosing fuel trim issues.

Based on the data from the fuel in-
jectors, what DTC do you think should
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Fig. 4: The fuel injectors are tested for leaks when closed
by applying fuel pressure without energizing the solenoids.
As you can see, the injector in the center is leaking fuel un-
der pressure. This was causing a rich condition at idle and
setting a DTC P0172 (Fuel System Too Rich).



be present? I would have assumed a
P0171 (Fuel System Too Lean). Actu-
ally, the codes present were P1491
(EGR Valve Lift Insufficient) and
P0172 (Fuel System Too Rich). The
EGR DTC is listed as a possible cause
for a P0172 and should be corrected
first. The EGR system was checked
and cleaned, but the P0172 returned.
What should the next step be?

The next step is to determine
whether the condition exists over more
than one operating range. Fuel trim
should be checked at idle, 1500 rpm
and 2500 rpm. In this case, STFT at
idle was approximately �23% and
LTFT was �4%, for a total fuel trim
calculation of �27%. No matter how
long the vehicle idled, LTFT never
went above �4%. In this case, STFT
carried a greater weight than LTFT.
STFT and LTFT at 1500 rpm and
2500 rpm each were approximately
3%, which is within normal operating
range. Our diagnosis will need to focus
on a condition that occurs only at idle.

After checking all the items that
might cause a rich air/fuel ratio condi-
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Fig. 5: This is a screen capture from a 2000 Saturn using the ATS EScan
Sharpshooter. If the fuel injector connectors are accessible, you can perform
an injector balance test using STFT and/or LTFT. The LONGFT1 graph clearly
shows a cylinder-to-cylinder difference in injector performance.

Fig. 6: Diagnosing dirty MAF sensors is a snap with the ATS EScan. This fuel trim map from a 2000 Pontiac GrandAm shows
negative fuel trims at idle and positive fuel trims at cruising speed. This is typically how a dirty MAF sensor responds. The MAF
overestimates airflow at idle and underestimates it at cruising speeds. The VE chart on the right confirms the diagnosis.



tion, the only remaining possibility had
to be the fuel injectors. I performed an
injector balance test (described below)
using fuel trim data from a graphing
OBD II generic scan tool to confirm
the injector issue. Fig. 4 on page 70
shows a close-up of injector No. 4 leak-
ing fuel under normal fuel pressure
while sitting in the test stand. Remem-
ber, an injector tip is subject to intake
manifold vacuum and a leaking injec-

tor might be worse under vacuum con-
ditions. A new set of injectors fixed the
idle quality and fuel trim DTC.

If you suspect a problem with the
fuel injectors, use STFT or LTFT to
check proper operation. Fig. 5 is a
graph of LTFT from a 2000 Saturn
with a cylinder misfire. The baseline is
�10% LTFT. So the PCM is decreas-
ing injector pulse width to compensate
for a slightly rich condition.

Performing an injector balance test
is simple, as long as you can gain access
to the fuel injector connectors. Unplug

one injector at a time and wait until
the maximum LTFT change is
reached. On some vehicles you’ll use
STFT for this test, or a combination of
both STFT and LTFT. With one fuel
injector unplugged, the oxygen sensor
will see a lean condition and the PCM
will compensate by increasing the
pulse width of the functioning injectors
to reach stoichiometry. The results of
this particular test, with injector No. 1

unplugged the LTFT change is ap-
proximately +14%, injector 2 +10%,
injector 3 +17% and injector 4 +16%.
Injectors 3 and 4 contribute a greater
volume of fuel than injectors 1 and 2.
We know this because the amount of
fuel trim increase is greater with these
injectors unplugged. Injector 2 is the
cause for concern; with injector 2 un-
plugged, the remaining injectors need
to supply only +10% total. This injec-
tor may have a slight leak that’s causing
the negative fuel trims. A new set of
injectors fixed this vehicle. Unfortu-

nately, I was unable to test the old in-
jectors.

One of the more difficult DTCs to
diagnosis is P0171 (Fuel System Too
Lean). The first item to get replaced is
often the oxygen sensor, but most of
the time this will not fix the problem.
A dirty MAF sensor can cause this is-
sue, but that diagnosis can be tricky.
Fig. 6 shows fuel trim and volumetric
efficiency charts related to the MAF
sensor. This data was captured from a
2000 Pontiac GrandAm. The fuel trim
chart on the left shows negative fuel
trims at idle and positive fuel trims at
cruising speeds. This is typical of a
dirty MAF sensor. The MAF sensor
overestimates airflow at idle, which
causes the negative fuel trim values. It
then underestimates airflow at cruising
speeds, which accounts for the positive
fuel trim values.

The volumetric efficiency was
checked to confirm the diagnosis. The
red graph represents calculated VE
based on engine size and engine
speed. The yellow graph represents
the actual grams per second recorded
during the test. As you can see, the
MAF sensor is overestimating at idle
and underestimating at cruising speed.
A new MAF sensor will correct this
fuel trim issue.

VW and Audi use a slightly different
fuel trim strategy from other manufac-
turers. Fig. 7 is a screen capture from
the Vetronix/Bosch KTS-650. Additive
Mixture Correction 1 is STFT in OBD
II generic and will change only during
idle operation. Multiplicative Mixture
Correction 1 is LTFT in OBD II
generic and will change only during
cruising speeds.

No matter what the driveability is-
sue happens to be, begin with STFT
and LTFT. The PCM will usually point
you in the right direction. Once you
know what the PCM is thinking, in
many cases you can cut your diagnostic
time in half. Finally, don’t forget to
check for specific fuel trim diagnostic
suggestions provided by the vehicle
manufacturer.
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Fig. 7: Volkswagens and Audis have different fuel trim strategies from other
manufacturers. Additive Mixture Correction is equivalent to STFT in OBD II
generic and changes only at idle speed. Multiplicative Mixture Correction is
LTFT in OBD II generic and changes only at cruising speeds. Injection duration
changes f irst for a period of time, then additive and multiplicative will
change. It may take as long as 30 seconds before you see any change.
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